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. ABSTRACT·· 
AN I?NESTIGATION INTO THE USE . OF A LO\v .. COST DIGITAL cor,1iPUTER FOR RADAR-TARGET SI14ULATION 
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. . 1 
Radar-target simulators have· been with us-· for many 
···-
. ·t .: 
. ;_ 
. 
years. Most of the existing simulators are either·· analog 
devices" or large sophisticated di·gi tal devices. There / 
is a definite need for small low-cost simulators for. 
use ·1n maintaining operator skills~ The present avail-
ability of several low-cost general-purpose digital 
computers offers an attractive solution for a small 
-· simulator _ having high versatility. .The engineering 
aspects of such a device as the main component in a 
low-cost radar-target simulator are explored. _/ 
The· equations of motion of an aircraft about· a 
central point are developed. A comparison between 
motion generation in spherical and rectangular coordinate 
systems shows no definite advantage of the former over 
the latter. A ·system algorithm is therefore~ d·eveloped 
with motion generation in r.ectangulaz:- coqrdinate system. 
·. The radar-range equation is presented with the. 
solution of target signal level variation in a cosecant-
squared antenna pattern. · 
The Honeywell DDP-516 Computer is used as an.e~ample 
in estimating.memory space requirements and program cycle· 
execution time. The main program is based on a rate 
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2 
synchronous/time ·asynchronous technique,usiilg ·an external 
" iteration rate g~nerator operating through the" interrupt 
,, 
,line. Actual target video generation is performed by 
~ peripheral equipment by means of a. ~'range cell value" 
. :output from the computer. 
The investigation does disclose that. such ·a simulator 
1·s · perf.ectly feasible, should be- competitively {~iced 
with today's two-target analog simulators, and offers 
the flexibility afforded by a digital system. 
A survey of presently available computers suited 
I for real-time simulation and selling for under $40,000 
is presented in· an appendix. Of these comp_uters, three. 
are discussed in more detail with the Interdata Model 3 
• 
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CHAPTER ONE 
. • •. <. ,_:.::~.-~ ~. ~-~- - ~ ··---. .. - - - - : __ ; ___ --- . ---- -· •··. . - . , •• - • - . . .···•. . 
,I.~ 
. ·' . . 
.... .. : ... :".'· INTRODUCTION 
·~ 
. Radar--target simulators have been employed for many ·. 
· · years by the military as · an effective and economical· means 
___ - ------·~_ -----~-------for- developing and maintaining. the skills of the radar-
• ! t 
. system operating personnel. · ·Various a·egrees of sophist!- . 
. cation can be·· found among the present day. simulators 
'·· 
.depending mostly on. the depth of anti-evasive action 
training desired. The relatively high cost of such sim-
ulators precludes the placement of these simulators at 
·all but the highest priority locations. Those radar 
sites not having a target simulator must rely on targets 
o:f opportunity to maintain operator skill. Such targets 
do not afford suitable training. The relatively low-speed 
commercial aircraft ·conunonly utilized as ·targets of 
opportunity soon cause the radar crew to slip into a 
. 
false sen9e of proficiency. In an emergency, the crew 
is not likely to be proricient in the detection and 
identification of' a high-per.formance- target. More. serious, 
the radar may not function at peak performance against 
a high-performance 'target due to failures not recognized 
when working with slower-moving targets.·· Although the. 
; ... 
. ; 
····-······--- ·--------~-·. --=--need for radar-target simulators at every radar site - ··· - -- · ,. --
.... .,.. ~ ,,.J • 
'' . 
has been reco·gnized for a long time, the cost of a high- '' '! ~- .. ' 
4~,·· 
.. 
, l 'I•._ I 
' . . . 
' . 
·. I '. { . · 1, .' I . , . , /· ·:· ' .. 
I , 
, ,':' , , C , 
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.. :_,.:- .' .·--_ -_·.' __ ·, -_-_ -:_,_··:··_.-_- - _-,.::...·:.,.· _.:.'. ____ :...:-,·-· '-·' -' ~;·-~--~~..: . 
. ',_- ;._,.,:, ,;, ,,. __ ,,,~,.;,.:,' .. :.::·; .. ,, 
_; ·.,.:,.:,.._,:;··:::••:" 
.- -- --- --··----·-----···"----.-, 
-
I 
... · .. · .. ,-··. . 
<t 
.. .... . 
' . ', .. , ~. . ' 
, ... , .. ,, '. 
\·_·· 
\, . ' ... ' . :.~ . J.,•· I . 4-
performance simulator_has.: p·ermi tted thi.s need~to. g(? 
unfulfilled. _ 
A small, low-cost simulator could go along way ,, 
-
. ~ 
-towards bridging the gap between economics and ti-aining ) ' 
requirements. The inq.reased availability of low-cost 
general-purpose digital computers h~s sparked this in-
--
ve s tig a tion into the use of such a computer as the major 
component or a real-time radar-target simulator. This· 
report describes ~he results of the engineering consid-
erations necessary for a successful training device. 
The conclusions ·should apply to any small process com-
, puter having ·a 12 to .. 18-word; however, the Honey\clell 
DDP-··516 Computer was· used as a model because of its 
ready availability in the Electrical Engineering Depart-
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-_-':·· CHAPTER TWO 
'. ,, .... i •• 
. ' 
-RADAR CHARACTERISTICS AND SIMULATOR _DESIGN GOALS 
A. Radar Characteristics. 




_ ieal radar will be us-ed, although ·the pertinent 
characteristics are nearl.y. the same for all search 
-radars. For purposes of identification, the hyp~~ 
thetical radar will be referred to as LERD-Mod 1. 
The ... following characteristics are postulated 










Pulse width--2 ft s. 
,Receiver dynamic range--60 db. 
\J 
Antenna rotation rat·e--3 to 8 RPM. 
·Antenna beaL1 · t~idth-cm -3 db points. Azimuth-pencil beam--1 degree. Elevation-csc squared beam--50 degrees. 
Azimuth data available from synchro data and/or incremental azimuth pulse 
scheme. 
-, 
a) Synchro data: single speed, 
one"rotation = 360 degrees. 
,b) 
·,-.-. . -." : - . -
Azimuth pulse: _2~speed system; 1 MS, +10V pulse, Z = 50 ohms • 
,fr o 
' . 
. . '.· . ' . ·.1.:_,. 
.1 ) 
2) 
Coarse:~ 1 pulse/rev= north._ 
' - ! ,,, 
,· .. " .. 
·"' ~.: . 
. . . 
... 
l ~. • 
. ' 
• ' ' •; '• ~ I '. _.,, " .' 
I . 
' ... 
,, . J 
Fine:: 720 pulses/rev.· ,, 
• . ..,..~ J - ..... .' ' ' 
' . . . 1 
.' \,;. ,. . , .. -· 
- .. 
; . ' I·••·-••• 
-. 
)- . 






. .- .... 
• I . 
.. ,_· ·.·, .. 
' ',. 




' ., . .-. 
·.u 
, 





























. : . ' ·,-·: ' '' 
'7' . . . · .. · .• ' · Radar indicator:< PPI display-10 inch diameter. l·iinimum range· scale--50 nautical mileso Maximum range scale--250 nautical miles. 
· · 
L_.' ... , 0 
.. -.. ·.'-·,-,--· 
. , ~. Simulator Design Goals. 
':·. ··- . 
; i -· 
'.· i . • .' 
- .·'• ., 
. . As a minimum, two high-performance: targets, 
should be simulated if for no o.the.r · reason than for ..... -
presenting a diversion so that evaluation· of the 
greater threat must be.made. The simulator should 
be capab~e of operating into the radar with the 
transmitter on. This feature allows "trainin_g of 
simulated targets in the local ground ciutter environ-
ment as well as having the usual targets:or opportu-
nity intermingled with the high-performance simulated 
aircraft targets. A local PPI display having the 
capability of displ~ying e~ther simulated video 
alone or remotely displaying the mixed radar video 
would suffice ~or the evaluation of the training 
situation and monitoring of the simulated targets.-,,..., ... 
-The following,design goals are thus established: 
--
M 
-1. Two target-motion generators each having 
the following capability:· 
. a) Velocity O to 2000· knots. 
b) Target size.· . 0.1 to 1 O sq. meters. ,, . ~' ,. ·, . ,,: 
' '·. ' 'p :,~ .. 
' . ' q 
: ;, . :.' ~ ,' 
• 1· .! ' ; 
,. ' 










' ' '. \, 
.. 
. ·. ''' .. ~ 
- . , . . . 
. ' : ' . ' 
'•1 ' 
.. ·.,• 
. •- . 
.d) Altitude 
0 to 250 nautical 
miles. 
0 to 100,000 feet. 
I 
._ ! 
,'.'. ' ' 





. ' . i . 





















,·. '·, . 
···,.,·.,,, 
. . ' ' 








. .e) Climb rate O to 40,000 feet/\ 
. ~ .. . ' 
... 
· f) Dive rate 
: g) Heading 
h) Turn rate 
. minute. 
O to 80,000 f'ee:t/ . 
minute. 
' : '"''· . ' . -
., ----·-·- ----- -
__:_ ____ -~---~ -· - ·• .l. ' -, ~ - -
0 to 360 degrees. 






~ ' . 
.. , •. 
~ ... ·-. 
,I 
~ ---~-
_- ===i-.:........., - ,.,--_ a..a-•==--~
n-C:] g- ,.Ill ~ ~-
2. 
.. 




.3. Simulated target injection to the radar 
·-· 
' 
-1,- .- . 
at the IF frequency with a dynamic range 
,._ .. .; ~ :; 
of 60 db as computed by the radar range 
equation. 
4. Target motion generation and gating to be 
accomplished internally to the computer with . 
a minimum of external hardware. 
,. Instructor control to turn individual target 
video on or off at will. 
6. Instructor control to start or stop target 
motion '(move/freeze) without disturbing the 
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· CHAPTER THREE 
. . 





· A radar-target simulator sy_stem consists of 
three functional ,areas: · · an instructor's station, . / . 
target-generation equipm_ent, and a monitor device. 
-~· ' 





The instructor's station is the point 
through which the training loop is closed. 
Initial target position and course is supplied 
to the target-generation equipment by the 
instructor. A monitor device allows the in-
sti-uctor to view both the raw radar- data as 
presented to the radar from the simulator, and 
. the radar-system-processed data as viewed by 
· th~adar operators. Through the judicious 
Ii use of the monitor the instructor may causle 
the target's course to chang~, thereby intro-
ducing evasive tactics in response to actions 






. -_£. ' 
this procedure may give the "target" the advantage, 






• • I t· ' it does exercise the radar crew to the fullest 
ex-tent. The instructor may also operate the 
· simulator vii th a prepared script as one would 
do when evaluating different crews against. 
'· . ;, 1 
,, I ' 
'-" . 
. • • ·.1 .• : 
.. I' .. 
. i .'.. 
·' 
,, . 
·i: ... \. .. 




. . . 
-~--·,---~ ... ,, . 1 
~~-










identical situations. Target initial position, 
course,. size, and control r signals such as video . 
.. on-off and :freeze-move are initiated and· controlled· 
by the -~nstructor at all times. These signals 
are applied to the target-generation eqll).pment 
.. through the manipulation of switches on a control 
. panel. Figure 1 illustrates the controls available 
to the instructor for directing target motion. 
. One parameter is ,input to the) target-generation 
equipmen~_~t a time. The instructor would first 
sele~t the aircraft to which the parameter change 
will be applied. He next selects· the parameter 
name, positions the ttsign° toggle switch,, and 
then dials in the parameter value on four decimal 
coded switches. The par~rn~.ter limits and increments 
~are discussed in detail in Section III-B, M~themat-
. !cal }1odel. The parameter change is not·- recog-
> n1zed by the target-generation equipment until 
the instructor depresses the 11EllTER'' push-button 
. 
' control. If the par.ameter dat·a is not acceptable 
· to the target-generation equipment, it is ignored 
and an error light on the instructor's panel 
lights and stays lit until a cor~e-ct value is 
, 
L. presented. to the target-generation equipm~nt. 
This prevents the instructor_ from commanding 
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11 
· in the simulator design goals. The· parameter I . 
name switch is arranged such that those parameters 
used during program initialization, size, X, Y,. 
·· z, and heading, are grouped together and those 
pa:ramete.rs :used during program.run, climb/dive 
rate, turn rate, freeze/move, and video on/off, 
_are grouped together. 
Target-Generation Equipment. 
Target-generation ~quipment consists of 
hardware and software. The hardware. consists 
of a small general-purpose digital computer, 
associated input and output devices, and a 
gated RF generator for inserting simulated 
•' target pulses to the radar's receiver at it1 s 
IF. Attenuation of'the inserted signal to . 
. 
simulate·return power is accomplished by solving· 
the radar range equation and controlling the 
ins~rted pulse level by means of P-I-N diode 
modulators. The software consists of a target 
sim~lation program developed from the algorit~~ 
presented in Section IV. The block diagram, 
Figure 2, illustrates the interconnection of 
the basic components of the target-generation· 
equipment • 
·~ The computer input interface is ~esi·gned 
to accept ·input data from the radar for synchro-
_____ , __ _._ 
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~· \ ·' 
' nization of the antenna in azimuth, real-time 
clock interrupts, and target position and course 
, data from the instructoro Radar azimuth infor-
mation is in .the form of an antenna north pulse 
(NP) and azimuth change pulse (ACP). The real-
ti.me clock is generated from the 60-cycle line 
.. frequency. 
The computer output interface is designed 
to accept output data from the computer in the 
form of target range data an~ an associated 
attenuation value. The target pulse is generated 
off line so as to all·ow maximum utilization of 
the computer's capability. The associated 
attenuation v~lue is applied to a digital to 
...... 
·analog ·,('J)/A-)- _converter to control the amplitude 
.of the ~ignal bein~ applied to the radar receiver. 
' ,6 
Target range value, power level, and status is· 
p~esented to the output ~nterface equipment 
periodically. Registers are used as temp~rary 
storage to bu:ffer the data rate from the computer. 
to the radar PRF. 
. . ~ 
An algebraic .summer com~bines the range 
. 
'. attenuation from .the D/A converter, the inst~n-
taneous target pulse, _and an absolute level 
set bias to ·0 turn-on" the P-I-N diode modulator.· 
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14 
.. 
· mediate frequency is modulated by the P--I-N -
diode modulator. The instantaneous amplitude i . 
from ·the algebraic summer is thus used to bias 
the P-I-N diode modulator so as to provi~e a 
gated signal whose ·amplitude corresponds to 
the received energy from a target at the partic-
,:;i-' , 
ular target range and size ·being simulated. 
Antenna pattern gain in azimuth and elevation 
is included in-the attenuation value develop~d 
.. ' . 
by the computer. A. total dynamic range of 60 db 
is simulated to match the receiver's dynamic· 
range. 
. ... " .. 
" . . 
3. Monitor Device. 
. .. · .. :·.· __ ·,. ' 
. . . I 
,. 
A Plan Position Indicator (PPI) is provided 
as· a display for the simulator operator to assess 
the ~raining situation. Unmodulated target video 
from the computer output interface is applied 
.. 
dire.ctly to the PPI in the local mode •. A switch 
allows the trainer operator to view ·local or remote 
~adar video. For· those r_adar_s not having an 
azimuth change pulse system, the change pulse . 
and north pulse coulq be generated by the PPI 
azimuth follower from .the·~,radar synchro ·data.~. 
. . '. ; 
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. : B. Mathematical Model. ' . ' ' ' . ....... 





. \' r ~. 
Equations of ~otion. 
.- ' 
~/ Simulation of aircraft motion as viewed 
.by~ radar requires the solution of classical 
differential equations for dynamic.motion which_ 
express Newton's 1st and 2d laws. These equations 
\ 
of motion form a set of six simultaneous differ-
~J 
· ential e~uatipns that involve the linear and 
... 
angular ~ccelerations, velocities, and displace-
ments of a vehicle acted upon by a specified 
set of external forces and moments. 
Fortl.Ulately, only three·Or the six classical 
equations need be solved since the aircraft's 
attitude is no·t pertinent to this radar-target 
-simulato·r; only its instantaneous position in 
space need be known. The equation.~ of motion 
may be solved.in any of the coordinate systems; 
· however, the resultant must be in spherical 
, .... ,. . coordinates to be compatible with the radar \ 
• 
' ., 
. I . 
antenna motion and displays. On~ might be· 
inclined to generate equations of motion direc..tl.y 
in spherical coordinates such that no coordinate 
transformation is necessary. Such a system has· 
i · · been realized1 and implemented. utilizing an 
electromechanica~ analog computer. Another 
method might be to generate equations of.motion 
-· .... 
I 
. I . 
.. . ___ .,.__ .. -· -.. , 
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· in cylindrical coordina t·es and transform ground 
range and altitude to slant range and elevation 
. angle. A. third method considers the aircraft's· 
~rame of reference with respect to the earth 
' ' 
and then·transforms its cartesian coordinates 
l 
' ' ' 
( 
--- ~ . - .. . .. ~- -.-
to cylindrical coordinates and thence into 
spherical coordinates. Although two transfor-
mations are required here, there is some benefit 
in that flight programs may be generated in a 
more natural way. Which approach is best suited 
to a digital simulator is determined ultimately 
by the calculation times required. We shall 
now compare these times. 
Figure 3 indicate.s the method in whieh the 
target location is defined in rectangular and 
" 
r •~;;•f'"· 
spherical coordinates. The slant range 61' the 
_target is labeled p • .The azimuth angle 8 is 
measured between the north-south line and the 
. -ground rang_e line 11:-• The elevation angle~ is 
measured between the p line and the R line. The · 
three quantities /' , 8 , and fl' are the spherical 
coordinates which describe the location or the 




· :, The qt1antities x, Y, and z..- are the rectangular . 
coordinates of the ·targe~, The· X axis represents 
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· north-south and the Y axis· represents east-wes·t~, I ; .. : . ' 
Z is the altitude. . ~" ...... ·=:-,. 
. . Consider first the equations· of motion:tn 
., spherical coordinates:f 
. J> =;; (vH cos¢, cos(e-oc) +Vz SIN¢) clt + /Ji . 
p') ('1). 
• 






. . .. (~ '· . ,.,; ;~\ •' 
,'," . 
'· . _, ' 
A.= r (-VH cos (e-«). SIN ¢ + Yz cos ¢-Vw cos( e-0(,t, •t ¢· . ·, ~ Jt /J O + C. (2) 
where:, 
dt + 9t ~ 
I'= slant range to target (/) = elevation angle to target 
e = azimuth angle measured clock-
,,ise from north 
VM= horizontal velocity 
Vz= climb/dive rate (vertical 
velocity) 




clockwise from north 
an earth curvature correction 
term 
P, = initial slant range 
</J;. = initial elevation angle 
e. -L - initial azimuth angle. 
·., 
· From a programming standpoint there are 
2? basic calculations .to be performed for each 
time iteration At. They are:· 
3 additions 
5 subtractions 
4 sine, cosine routines 
11 multiplications 
1 division / - .. 
. ! • :_ .... , <·\ . . 3 integr~tions (can be · 
, considered ,additions). 
: . . . 
· Care· must be taken that the,solution for~ and 
•'.¥ . ' 
•.·', 
.• .... 
. ,I ,. 
e are reasonably well behaved. during a "fly-over·", . 
when p and/or cos flJ go to zero momentarily.< 
' . . ' 
,.-.. /"' 
' ) . . 
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Consider now the equations of motion in 
rectangular coordinates: 
X (t) = Xo + 1 VH COS oC dt 
. i. 
y (t)"' Yo 'r 1. VM SIN o<. Jt· 
l· 
z (t) = Z,, + h_ Vz dt 
R(t):J X(t)a+Y(t)1.' 
p(t}=~ "R{t)'+ZCt)i. 1 .... 
"" 
B<t)-= TAN-I Y<tVx Ct) 
,: 
¢{t-) = TAN·' z Ct},i (t). 
.where: 
X = north/south distance of the 
target. from the radar 
Y = east/west distance of the 
target from the radar -~ 
z. = aircraft altitude above- · . ....... 
earth !a= initial north/ south dis tan~~ 
~0= initial east/west distance Z0 = initial altitude • 
.. •. 
... 
From a programming standpoint ther·e are 
t 24 basic calculations to be I?er.formed, only 
three of which must be calculated each time 
iteration lt. t. They are: 










\ :' ·,. 
I+ sine, cosine, and aretangen·t'. 
routines ) 
' .. . ~.: 
t\ . 
. .... . -
8 multiplica'tions 
2 devisions 
. 2 square root 
3 integrations- (can be -considered 
· . additions) 
~ Although care must still be· taken when the target 
' ' 
.. is close to the radar,. the solution :for ~- and e. 
' ' . 
_does ~not suffer the problem of div:tsion by zero 
C ! • 
. ,· _. . 
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20 
· as in spherical coordinates and may be easily 
handled•by programming for this special condition. 
or the two methods discussed neither one . 
seems to present a clear-cut advantage over the· 
ot-her in computer time. Disregarding all the 
.I 
load and transfer times, the basic operation 
-time . to perform the above listed calculations 
using the single-precision floating-point routines 
i~the DDP-516 library would be:: 
26,247 mictoseconds for spherical 
coordinate_s 
24,688 microseconds for rectangular 
coordinates. 
~ These routines could be made to operate 
faster if advantage is taken of the multiply-
divide option instructions. Since there is no 
-clear-cut computing advantage of simulating motion 
it! spheriCal coordinates over that of rectangular 
_coordinates, the advantage of generating motion 
in· the aircraft reference frame becomes advanta-
geous from an instructor's point of view. There-
fore, we will proceed with the simulator having· · 
input commands in rectangular coordinates as a 
·pilot would normally receive. 
. . The rectangular coordinates, x, Y, and z:-, 
.. 
.. 
·· .. ·.· ... describe the location of the target with respec.t ... 
, .. 
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·to the radar. The radar~target simulc1tor ·operator 
will manipulate these coordinates to effect an 
1:ni tialization or cou-rse change during a training -
exercise. 
Earth Curvature Correction.· 
0 
- - -- ·-·----- -· 
A distant target flying a constant altitude 
- --·-----
.. ; .. 
'., ~ 
. " . 
' 
course toward the radar will fly in a plane-which 
is tilted with respect to the horizontal plane of 
the radar due to curvature of the earth. As a 
result, the velocity V which lies in this tilte_d 
plane will have a component which is perpendicular 
to Rand which will cause the elevation angle,~, 
to change. Some correction needs to be made to 
our equations of motion to compensate for the 
• 
-curved earth. It is shown in Appendix B that 
·the earth curvature correction affects only the 
· __ ~i_ti.t:u.de equation directly. The equations to 
. ; . ' ' ' . . ' .. -~, 
be. used in our mathematical model are then:= 
., . 
X{t) ::: X0 + /: V"' cos o( 
Y<t)= Yo+ fc Vw SIN o< 
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'R (t) = J X. ( t)?. + y ( t) 1.'' 
t (t): lR (t) 1..-1, z (t)z. I 
e )-- TAN·-i _ Y(~) · {t -. X (t) 
¢ {t) : TAN-' z (t-) 
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The theoretical ·energy recei·ve~ from ·a· 
. I free-space target using a radar ·having an iso-
tropic common ·receiving and t~ansmitting antenna 
may be found from_ the following 
2. 2. 2. PT GA Ge A 5 PR= (4 rr), ;:, 4 
4 
equation:: 
-'-':-.. ..... (i8) -.. --
~ 
,_ .. where=r 
,· 
·. ~· 
. PR= echo power absorbed by" the . 
· receiving antenna PT= power radiated from the transmitter GA= po\ver gain of receiving antenna in azimuth plane relative to an isotropic radiator G" = power gain ,of receiving antenna in elevation plane· relative to 
an isotronic radiator A = vrave length s = e·ffecti ve tiirget cro·ss sectional area p·= slant range to target from antenna. ·· 
Those parameters of interest for a radar-target 
simulator are target size, antenna gain, ·and 
range. The other parameters are merely scale 
factors and may be adjusted to suit the signal 
injection point. The above equation is suitable . 
.. 
::--... ·, .-- ... · .· .-
.. 
for an antenna.having a highly di~ectional beam, 
commonly called a pencil beam. with an uniform 
cross section. The LERD-~1od 1 .Radar, however, 
has a cosecant~squared elevation pattern and a 
p~ncil beam·azimuth pattern. That is, the 
·•·,,' 
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23 
radiation field strength is concent.rated in a 
· ·· · n.irrow azimuth beam, but .fan shaped in elevation. 
The radiated field str_ength in the elevation -
plane is_proportional to·the cosecant of the 
elevation angle (except when the elevation angle 
approaches o0 and 90°) by shaping of the antenna 
[ 
or its reflector. 
. J In this way the signal strength 
of low.elevatiori angle targets becomes independent 
of distance up to the maximum useful range of the 
radar. Using the convention previously defined: 





csc 2 ¢~ . 2 z (20) 
Substituting for antenna gain in the elevation 
plane in the radar _range· equation, 
K GA?.. G/ s - \< GA 'L s 
/'4- - z4 
: where K is a suitable scale factor. 
we have:: 
¢21) 
. It is now apparent that recei_ved power is 
, ___ _ 
, .. 
inve~sely proportional to target altitude raised · .. -:,_ .. .;. 
to the fourth power and no longer proportional 
' to rang~. Certain limits exist; ho\vever, on 
' ' 
the angular extent of successful cosecant-squared· 
antenna pattern shaping. In .general, ~ain falls 
off drastically below one degree and above 55 
' ~ ' 
degrees.- .. For simulation purposes, the target 
.t,. 
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will be attenuated at the rate or 20 db per 
degree beyond the above limits. Within the above. 
limits simulated power return will·be strictly 
a function of target size and inverse height to 
the fourth power whenever the target is within 
the azimuth beam width. 
Aircraft Turn Rate. 
The development of the aircraft flight path. 
equations has now been completed for straight I 
line flight paths. A change of course initiated 
by the operator using those equations would 
result in an abrupt change in aircraft heading • 
. For most aircraft, especially the high performance 
aircraft, a turn may require a ;o-mile radius to 
limit the aircraft G loading;·thereby, making an 
abrupt course change quite unrealistic. Generally, 
0 
pilots when executing a turn per.form a ttstandard" 
right or left turn. These 11standard11 turns are 
·usually established well within the G factor 
loading of the aircraft structure. The turn rate 
generally is on the order of one to seven degrees 
. per second. The design goal for the s-imulator 
targetc:amotion generator is from zero to 20 
degrees per second right or left. 
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. An a.ddi tional computation must be made to 
caus~ · heading angle to change as a · funct1·on · ot: 
· turn rate. · N9w, by definition:· 
turn rate = do<.. .• 
dt 
Integrating with respect to t: · 
where:; 
'o(·-=1o< dt 
' . t -
o< = aircraft heading 
ck = turn rate 
°'L= initial heading. 
' :i. 
,.,... 
Implementation of the above equation will then 
cause heading to change- as a function of the 
turn rate specified by the trainer operator. 
c. Simulation Fidelity. 
. I 
While much.has been said about the fidelity of 
-------the simulation as embodied in the equations enumerated 
above, nothing has yet been said about the restrictions 
-
on accuracy inherent in the truncation of each com-
puted quantity as a result of the finite, fixed word 
___ ,, 
length of the digital computer. With a square problem 
·area of 250 nautical miles on a side to be simulated, 
a granularity of 46.3 feet or about 0.047 microseconds 
-
may be accomplished utilizing 15 significant bits. 
This granularity is considerably .better than necessary 
for a search radar although it is nearly acceptable 
for a tracking type radar. To ease the requirements 
~ . 
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26 
of- the peripheral target pulse generator equipment, 
it would be advantageous to have as coarse a granu-
larity as would be acceptable for a search radar. 
Consideration of.the acceptable minimum radial 
velocity is the key to the granularity tradeoff. 
The ·granularity (AR), in feet, is given by: 
I, 52.0 1 000-
2 t1 (24) 
where 1,,20,000 is the number of feet in 25'0 nautical 
mile_$__ ~nd n iS-"·'"·the number of signi-ftcant-· oits··1n· the · 
binary number representing the range.· Figure 4 ~ 
presents the granularity as a function of significant 
data bits, n. The corresponding minimum aircraft. 
radial velocity is given for ,each n considered with 
the LERD-Mod 1 antenna rotating at m~ximrun rate. The 




where AR is the_. granularity in fe_et as given· in 
equation 25' and l:1 t is the minimum time interval in 
seconds between successive sightings of a particul~~ 
target. This time is determined by the maximum 
antenna rotation rate of 8 RPM. The radial velocity 
.. 
range between n = 10 and n = 11 on Figure 4 is most ) 
. . 
appealingo Few aircraft fly below lOQ knots although ~ 
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· one of the primary goals for a simulator of this type 
is the trai11ing and maintenance of skills agains·t 
high-performance aircrgft, there would not be muc~ 
need for simulation of rotary-wing aircraft. "A 
reasonable tradeoff without limiting the capabilities ,, ' 
of' the simulator would be to select an n o.f 12 signif- ~ 
; _,• icant bits. Those radars having computers tiihich auto-
matically calculate aircraft velocity and heading 
would then "see" a granularity of 29 knots or a ! 1, 
knot variation in .aircraft velocity. 
. i' 
.From the above range granularity considerations, · 
it would seem.reasonable to compute slant range to 
a resolution at least twice that of the displayed 
ra?lge granular·i ty such tl{at a ·round-off can be per-
formed. Therefore, slant range must be computed to 
13 ~ignificant bits, with each bit representing a 
range increment of 184 feet. -- . 
Now that a reasonable·range granularity has been 
established, let us consider how often range data is 
· to be updated to maintain the 184 foot accuracy. The 
fastest aircraft spee·d to,. be simulated is 2,000 knots. 
At this speed the aircraft will travel 184 feet in 
,5.3 milliseconds. This time increment is nearly the 
same as the target display time on a PP! with the 
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It is now ·apparent that all of ·the computation 
I 
· · cannot be in the single-precision floating-point mOae 
due to the .. excess time required for such computation 
when implementing with soft,1are. If we carefully 
. 
' 
·examine the equations of motion,· it is appa~ent tha·t 
some tradeoff is possible. ~inee slant range data 
needs to be accurate to 13 bits, it is possible that 
all of the computations could be fixed-point single- , ·-1 '·· 
~precision except for the x, Y, and Z integrations. 
· To analyze this properly, the input data granularity 
., 
first needs to be established. 
-A velocity input ranging from zero to 2,000 knots 
is ·required. If a minimum increment of 10 knots were 
chosen, then eight bits of data would be necessary to 
.encode velocity data. These increments should not be 
confused with the velocity variation that the radar· 
can "see" due to the update rate. Although velocity 
could·be specified in finer increment~, it is not 
J , 
n~cessary for a training exercise • 
An aircraft heading angle input ranging from \ 
zero to 360 degrees is required. It would be desirable 
to know the aircraft heading angle to the nearest de-
' 
·gree. A nine-bit encoder is required for heading 
angle encoding to the nearest one degree. 
A turn rate input rang·ing from zero to plus· or 
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30 
· practice, aircraft · turn ·rates · less than one ·degree . 
per second·are common. A turn rate~ command in incre-
· \.·, · ments of· 0.1 degree per ~econd vrould then require · 
eight d.ata .bi ts plus a sign bi·t. 
Target initial position is limited to an X or 
. 
. . \ Y displacement of 25Qnautical miles, or.:!.: 505,555' ' ; 
. ,, 
· yards. For ease of operator use, it would be desirable . . ~ 
. 
I, ·,. 
. ·.··: .~ .. 
to initialize target position in yards. Initialization ' ... ! 
'I 
~ .-. ·:r, ':· ... • .• ':t· ' ' -. 
' - ,. -·' ~ .\ 
of target position to .the nearest 100 yards in X or Y 
is satisfactory for a training exercise. Encoding of 
X and Y would require 13 significant bits to achieve 
100-yard initialization increments. Target initial 
position in altitude may range from zero to 100,000 
feet above a curved earth. Satisfactory training can 
be achieved with initial altitude increments of 100 
feet. To accomplish this, a 10-bit encoder would be 
necessary. 
I 
A target dive rate is required ranging from zero 
to 80,000 feet per minute. The required ·climb rate 
is within the dive rate range and is from zero to 
40,000 feet per minute. Satisfactory training can be 
I 
I 
·-' accomplished with climb/dive rate increments of, 100 -
. feet per minute. To accomplish this, 10 bits of data 
' would be required plus a sign bit. '· 




resolution for initializ~tion., In many cases the 

















TARGET MOTION--INITIALIZATION RESOLUTION 
.. 
Param.eter Range Resoluilion 
Velocity 0-2000 lmots 10 knots Heading angle 0-360 degrees 1 degree : Turn rate · -- 0- ± 20 degrees/second 0.1 degree/second 
j X initial 0- :!: 505,556 yards 100 yards 






Bi ts Required 
8 
,9 
8 plus sign 
13 plus sign 
13.plus sign 
10 
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'parameter range can be slightly greater . than specified 
.to achieve full benefit of the bi ts assigned. During'-~· -· 
the initialization procedure a units conversion can 
. .~·"-
be made prior to placing each parameter into memory. 
J'i 
. Al though the bi ts required for the specifi,ed 
input accuracy are well within the constraints for 
·single-precision computation, a closer look at the 
',~'I.) 
V"" • integration increment must be made tb determine the· 
dynamic range actually needed. At the same tim~, let 
us consider the timing increment.of 55.3 milliseconds. 
With some slight tradeoff in range granularity we 
~ ...... 
can achieve a simpler hardware system by selecting 
. 
a time increment equivalent to a binary multiple 
of the 60-cycle line frequency. If we count every 
fourth cycle of the 60-cycle line frequency, we can 
achieve with a minimum of hardware an accurate timing 
increment for integration purposes of 66.667 milli-
seconds. This is'not excessively greater than our 
first choice. The effe9ts of this iarger timing 
increment will now be examined. It must be remembered 
' 
. here that ,ve are ass11ming the use of the DDP-516 
Computer having a word length of 16 bits. Although 
'·~his word length may not be optimum for this applica-
tiop., ··-most small machines have 12-18-bit words. 
For heading, the largest value is 360 degree.s 
J 
.and is initialized in nine significant bits with one 
',,'J 
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•·· bit equal to one degree. · The smallest heading angle 
increment to consider is significantly less than one 
degree. It is found by· c_onsidering th~ smallest t.urn--
rate value (turn-rate resolution) _and the update 
i t • • 4 SEC Q 1 d / ncremen; 1. e ••. , 0 , x • egree ~ec. = 
" 
· _o. 00666 •••• degrees. 2 This ,,oula~ require eight bi ts 
to encode; therefore, heading must be carried to 17 
. ·' 
significant bits and would require double-p~ecision 
arithmetic. on a. DDP~·516 to. maintain the desired 
accuracy. 
For X and Y, the largest value is 505,556 yards 
1 
initialized in 13 significant bits with one bit equal 
to 100 yards. The smallest X or Y increment to con-
sider is significantly less than 100 yards. It is 
found by considering the lowest velocity increment 
... (velocity resolution) and the update time increment; 
4, i. e.: ,o 
0 
sec. x· 10 knots = 0.333 •.••• yards. This 
' 
would require twfa) bits plus 19 bits for the entire 
505,556 yards or 21 bits. Again, double-precision 
: - ' 
. -· . '· . 





, - n 
values to maintain the desired accuracy • 
-Altitude is similar to X and Y. The largest 
value is 100,000 feet.initialized in 10 significant 
bits with one bit equal to 100 feet. The smallest 
altitude (Z) increment to consider is significantly 
' less than 100 yards. It is found by considering t~e. 
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" . 
. smallest climb/dive. rate increment an~ the update· 
'\ time increment; i. e.: to sec. x 100 rt./min. = 
0.111 •••• reet. This would require four bits plus 
l? bit.s for the entire ·100.,000 feet for a total of 
21 bits. Double-precision arithmetic will the?efore 
be required for altitude computation. 
> • 
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Coordinate conversion may be accomplished in 
the single-preci~ion mode since a dynamic range or· 
only 2,500:1 is required in the sl·ant range computa-
tion. This can be easily accomplished with 15 bits 
.in the single-precision mode. Angle computation is ·J::t.:1!1i!??i})~~t: ( 
• 
= . ._.__, ---~ 
even less stringent since we are interested in azimuth 
or elevation to the neare·st 1/2 degree. 
Table 2 s11mmarizes the arithmetic_ mode required 
for the 'indicated computations in order to mainta·in 
the desired overall accuracy. Table 2 is, of course, 
based on a 16-bit machine word length. Notice that 
the double-precision mode is required only for those 
operations requiring iteration as a function of time. 
This is because the iteration increment is small com-
pared to the position accuracy required and must there-
.·.. fore be added in a double-precision word so as to 
eventually accumulate a significant change in value. 
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. C HAFTER FOUR . ' ' -~-..,.,-.- . 
' '111, 
' ,,, ' ' 
TARGET GENERATION 
A. Sys,tem Algorithm. . 
,;, • ' ' • '.\ ' •· • 11;':0 
· The system software functions on three essentially 
independent levels of program. These are: 1) the 
. coordinate conversion routine, which translates targ·et · 
position· from rectangular to polar coordinates and 
............ 
outputs target range and attenuation values; 2). · the 
iteration routine, which compu~es incremental position-
and _ angle coordinates at regular real-time intervals,. 
and 3) the instructor order rputine, which inputs 
target initial position, velocity, and size. 
Of these thr~e programs, the first is normally 
1mder execution continuously and is called the fore-
ground program. The latter two are executed only 
I 
upon receipt by the central processing unit (CPU) of 
a program in·terrupt (PI) request through its PI line. 
Upon receipt of a PI, the CPU co~pletes the current ' 
machine instruction (which may require up·to 10-20 
cycle times) , di~a·bles the PI, then transfers to a 
common.PI executive routine. The PI executive routine 
has the task of saving the contents~ of all volatile 
., 
CPU registers, dete~mining tbe source of the PI re-
quest, and then causing the appropriate routine to . 
be executed. 
I , . ·. 
. . 
.. 
-J><• tON,B: ,,, •• ,-_4vr• ,_ •• ,,rt£,,•~. 
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I • 
Following execution of the interrupting routine, 
· · the CPU registers are restored~· the PI is enabled," 
and the foreground program is re(::lentered JV-here it 
was left off. A properly designed PI executive 
, routine has no effect on the foreground program, ! . . 
regardless of the point of interrupte Figur.e 5'. 
' I" ... ' 
.. 
· shows the basic interrelation between the three pro-
• r" . . ...... 
· ------- --- ·· grams. Priority of the two latter,.·programs is. estab-
lished by permitting program (2) to interrupt (1) 
... 
and (3), and (3) to interrupt .(1) only. 
The foreground program (1) continuously recycles, 
updating the range and attenuation whether needed or 
not. The iteration routine (2) is executed once upon 
each real-time clock interrupt command pulse. It 
must be completed before the succeeding clock pulse • 
In fact, for the DDP-516, the routine is sufficiently 
short that plenty of time remains for the other two· 
routines to be handled. The data inputting routine 
~-3) is executed .once upon each· push of the "ENTER" 
,. . 
.. ..,.... .. 
., ~ button located on the instructor's console. It inputs, 
, · converts, and routes the particular datum selected by 
,,-!·.·~ ." .... ~.·,' c,{__..~,·.., .,, ~-" ~ 
1,\11: .. 
( 
the instructor. This routine has lower priority than 
., 
·. . .. -.. -.,.. .. -··-·--.. ~ .. --,-·.·,,_ ... 
~ · ..
'. . 
J • ,,•~ .. , "' ' 
(2), as there is generally no need to input a fresh 
aircraft tactic immediately, While it is essential 
that the course iterations be performed each clock 
. . . ~ 
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The coordinate conversion routine converts 
.the airc~aft taigets position in space from· I 
rectangular to spherical coordinates. In 
addition, it outpu_ts a range-cell number for 
off-line_gener~tion of target video, co~pares 
radar antenna azimuth to ,target azimtith to 
obtain an azim~th antenna gain, and solves the 
radar range equation to output the radar-return 
power,e~level so as to realistically vary target 
intensity as a function of spacial position. 
There are eight major subroutines in the 

















radar range equation 
outputo 
,, 
presents a flow chart representation 
.. 
of the coordinate conversion routinee This 
d 
-




The first portion of the ·1ow.priority target 
dynamics routine represents a straight-fortnrard 
solution for target slant range. The conversion 
.. 
lj m=i :,-:n ~_3 
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of slant range to slant-range increments is 
( 
performed to scale the range ~ncrements with 
·our external range .. timing oscillator.A Next, 
• 
. ?~ 
there is some manipulation with target azimuth 
angle to insure. the proper solution in all.four 
.,,., quadrants. In the arctangent routine, a_g.nique 
result is obtain~d :t:~r·angles lying between zero 
and 45 degrees. Some provision is made in the 
solution in each particular quadrant to achieve 
a unique solution in any portion of the quadrant • 
. For the solution of angles close to the major 
axis or at very close ranges, less than 62 yards, 
the angle is set equal to the closest ma·jor axis. 
This is done to prevent division by zero. 
Azimuth angle at this point is in terms of a 
fraction of a circle with 1 • 0 equal to 360 degrees. 
This angle is then multiplied by 720 and suitably 
scaled so as to have each increment equal to 1/2 
degree. The radar antenna pattern representing 
antenna gain in 1/2 degree increments has been 
stored in memory in 360 words. It is assumed 
that the pattern is symmetrical about the center-
·11ne; therefore, 360 locations represent 180 
degrees·or antenna pattern gain. The difference .. _,.:(:::·· 
between present antenna ·pointing direction an~ 
J 
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target azimuth represents the antenna tt,gain''· 
value to be used from memory. 
The instructor's PPI monitor has provisions 
· ·. - · for viewing locally gen_erat·ed video. The local 
video does not have range attenuation nor antenna 
pattern gain functions applied so that the instruc-
· tor may clearly see the target at any time. A 
signal then is necessary to enable azimuth gating 
) 
of the target which would othe·rwise be accomplished 
by the instantaneous antenna pattern gain in 
' 
a·zimuth. To accomplish the local azimuth gating 
a portion of the target dynamics routine looks 
·• to see if the difference between the target's 
azimuth and the main lobe of the radar antenna 
is equal to or less than± 1/2,degree (one azimuth 
coU1).t). If video is turned on for that particular 
target and it is within 1/2 degree of the main 
lobe, then a switch is set and output from the 
computer for the external hardware gating. 
· In solving fo~ the elevation angle, the 
arctangent routine is again used. Similar pre-
. cautions are used to obtt;in unique solutions as 
were used in the azimuth angle computation. 
· Elevation is considerably more simple since there · 
is only one quadrant to work in. Simulation of 
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.only the lower and upper. edge of co~ecant-
. squared operation. A test looks for these 
edges and solves for. an attenuation of 20. db 
per degree beyond the · extent of co secant-squared·· . 
operation. 
'~· ,I . 
' 
~· . . 
In solving .for the radar range equation_, · . ·····--·---------· . -~------ ..... 
advantage is taken of the logarithmic character-
. 
istic of the P-I-N diodes used for attenuating 
~ .. the RF signal applied to the radar. Antenna 
gain.in azimuth and elevation is stored in 
. decibels.' If the logarithm of altitude and 
target size is taken, the quantities may be 
added algebraically to obtain a linear attenuation 
value calibrated in decibels. This attenuation 
value is output .from the computer to control· 
the P-I-N diode conduction and therefore the 
strength of the applied signal to the radar. 
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Instead of using a real-time clock to time 
all input-output and iteration period, the inter~ 
rupt bus is used in conjunction with a count 
down of the 60-cycle AC line. A count down or· 
.i;r. four is used for the iteration·routine cycle, 
yielding a real-time increment of 66.7 milliseconds •. 
The azimuth change pulse is the most rapidly 
occurring interrupt and is given a high service· 
' ·1 
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· · , ·,\priority. The -time interval between azimuth .. 
.. ' ~ 
change pulses can vary between.10.4 and 27.5 
milliseconds depending on antenna rotation rate.· 
The azimuth north pulse occurs at a very slow 
rate varying between one every 20 seconds and 
one every ·7 1/2 seconds depending on antenna 
~ 
rotation rate. It ~ust, however, have the same 
priority as the azimuth change pulse to prevent 
·.:!: 1/2 degree variations (one ACP)·, in target 
0 
azimuth angle each revolution of the antenna. 
Each of thes-e interrupts involves setting of an 
azimuth angle pointer. The north pulse resets 
. \ 
. - -.. 
,/ the pointer and the azimuth change pulse incre.;. · 
. 11 .... • ·: • 
. . '' .-
., . 
' . •, . 
. ' . . ~ . . 
... ' ' . 
. . 
··: 
-~. . . . 
·~- " : 
. ' 
ments it by one. 
The most important part of the it~ration 
routine is that part of the program that calcu-
lates the aircraft target's position in space 
and causes that pos~."tion to dynamically change 
as a function of the various rate commands. 
Once every 66.67 milliseconds, an iteration-
rate pulse interrupts the CPU, at which time 
the program branches to do the following sub-
routines:~ 
a) Heading and velocity b) X position 
c) Y position 
d) Z position. 
r 
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Heading angle is kept within the limits of zero 
, . to +360 degrees._ Heading angle quadrant· position· :_ ··: 
· is d~.terrnined so that the target is not restricted 
,: 
_ to any particular quadrant.. x, Y, and z· integra--
tions are·performed by the approximationt 
D : j T v d t = ~ ,r At (26 l 
' 0 
4 
~ere At is small. In this particular case, at 
' 3. 
is 66.7 milliseconds. x, Y, and z: afe programmed 
.so as to never exceed their limits. Aircraft 
targets ·beyond maximum.radar display range offer 
no training value. 
Figure 7 presents a flow chart.representation . 
' 
' 
of the iteration routine·s. Should the target 
motion be frozen by the instructor, the target-
motion iteration subroutine returns immediately 
and no iteration is performed. 
Instructor-Order Routine. 
The instructor-order routine accepts input 
commands from the instructor's control panel, 
adjusts their scale value, examines them for 
excess yalue, associates them with the designated 
target, and stores them in memory. ·Information 
fro.m th~ instructor ·1s\ received by the computer 
· through the input interface in the form of 15-bit 
sign-magnitude words. The instructor-order routine 
- . ·1 
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·ignores the input information until the instructor· 
depresses the "ENTER" button. An. error ro·utine 
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is entered whenever an incorrect parameter has 
been entered from the instructor's panel. The 
.' 
incorrect value is ignored and the error light. 
stays lit,. through external hardware, until any 
correct value is input to the computer from the 
control panel. Table 3 lists the instructor 
orders to be input ror each target. Specific 
coding and identification of parameters is dis-
cussed in Section IV-B, Input/Output. The 
I , 
instructor-order routine operates through the 
interrupt lines on a low priority. Fi.gure 8 
presents a flow chart representation of the 
instructor-order routine. 
B. I/0 Requirements. 
In approaching the input-output requirements 
the flow of data within the simulation system must 
be considered from the standpoint of quantity, accuracy, / 
. .': -· 
resolution, and data rate. Accuracy, resolut~on, and 
data rate were discussed ·for input data in Section 
III-C and s1unmarized in Table 1. The quantity of 
,.. data to be handled is determined by the total number 





... All of the input functions are controlled from 
the instructor's control panel, ttie iteration-rate. 
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COMPUTER INPUT BUS 
Input f'unotions Data Time 
Bits Interval· 
.. 
Targeii size J 1-· • • X initial position • 
* Y initial position 14 * z initial position 14 
* Initial heading 9 * VelooiV 8 * Climb/dive rate 
·11 
* Turn rate. 8 
* Freeze/move t 1 * Video on-off' 1 
* Iteration rate clock 1 66.7 ms Antenna azimuth north pulse 1 7 1/2 to 
, 20 sen. Antenna azimuth ohange pulse 1 10.4 ms 
to 27.;: 
ms 
* -as req~ired, but no greater than one per second. 
Inst. represents instructor. 
TABLE 4 
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·,. 
I functions, their source, time interval, and data bi ts ,, 
.. 
transferred. Inputs from the ins'tructor' s panel are 
, coded as to function for targets one or two, as se-
lected, to become the interrupt address reference. 
The DDP ... ;16 Computer has provisions for a six-bit 
I/0 address and a fou.rj-Oit function code. In order 
• 
to simplify the/encoding· of identical functions for 
targets one and two, the address is selected so as 
to be one bit different. Bit six is zero for target 
on~ and one for·target two. Target parameter value 
is coded in four bytes of four bi ts each. Conve.rsion 
, 
to binary format is then performed by programming. A 
considerable simplification in the instructor·• s control 
panel can thus be realized •. Very little hardware-is 
~ 
required and all data encoding is ·performed by selection 
o'f hard-wired coding switches. FigUt'e 9 presents a ,· 
-,... 
simplified schematic diagram of the instructor's control 
panel. 
Operation of all computer· data 1·nput/output is 
.. 
0 .similar. Figure 9 shows the circuitry for one 
' ' 
instructor parameter input, target size. Although 
the I/0 interface may vary with co~puters, it is 
described here as if we were using a DDP-516 Computer • 
. It is assumed all logic is NMID logic. None of the 
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An interrupt to the compu·ter ,is initiated when 
the i11fJtructor depresses the "Ei'JTER" push button, 
theref;.=setting a flip-flop·and pulling down the 
interrupt line to the computer. The compu~er recog-
nizes th~ interrupt, ·completes its present instruction, 
' inhibits further interrupts, and then branches to an 
interrupt routine. The interrupt routine saves the ' 
' 
volatile registers, and steps through the interrupt 
addresses listed in Table 4. As it interrogates each 
address, it outputs that address on the I/0 address 
lines, C1 to C6 in Figures 9 through 13. At the same 
time, the computer senses the DRLIN. When it outputs 
an address. and finds the DRLI?l down, it skips to the 
. l . 
next address. When it finds the DRLIN up, it then 
recognizes that address a~ the one interrupting it. 
A strobe pulse is output on the RRLIN from the computer 
to the input data bus through the various value coding 
switches. The RRLIN pulse simultaneously resets the 
"ENTER" flip-flop and removes the interrupt signal 
thus allowing the computer program to return to its 
computation. 
I 
_ . The iteration-rate .g~nerator is straight-forward-. 
· · · A sample of the 60-eycle line· voltage is applied to 
~ Schmidt Trigger, t:qe _output of which is differentiated . . . . . -
. 
an~pplied to the toggle input of two cascaded flip-
flops to achieve a ~/60 second'iteration period. 
' . 
',J 
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computer interrupt line through the input interface. 
Radar antenna data consists of an azimuth north 
pulse and an azimuth change pulse. Each of these 
signals are used to set flip-flops so that the 
occurrence or a pulse can be remembered lllltil the 
interrupt line has chance to service the interrupt. 
', •, 
When a north pulse is received, the corresponding 
azimuth change pulse is anded with it such that only 
the north pulse generates an interrupt at the location 
of the next nearest azimuth change pulse. This 
prevents the apparent wander of north by! 1/2 degree 
and keeps the computer antenna azimuth cycle in exact 
synchronism with the radar. A simplified schematic 
diagram of the iteration-rate generator and the radar 
antenna data input c:Lrcui ts are shown in Figures_ 10 
I and "·11. Priority control and enabling/disabling of 
the input signals is accomplished through the computer 
input/output program. 
There are a total of five data items to be output, 
. 
.. \ from the· computer. Table 5 lists the output ftn1ctions, 
output rate, and number" of bits tr~nsferred. In order ' 
..... 
to simplify the address decodin_·g of identical fwictions 
.. 
for targets one and two, the address is selected so as . 
to be one bit different. ------ -- ·- --- Bit four _is zero f o~ target · , ,~·.· -,-_ _____,____·_._ · · ._ .. _____ · 
one and one for target two slant range· or attepuation . 
, ... : _.___ -- ~--- ---· ···-. -·-· 
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value. Figure 12 presents a simplified schematic of _, 
. the output circuitry. Operation of the output address 
~ 
. decoding is identical to that of the input. The output .. 
_buffers are always ready to receive data and the DRLIN 
is immediately released Whenever a correct address is 
presented.; The RRLIN strobe pulse performs a two-fold 
function. The first half resets the 12-bit buffer 
register, and the second half opens 12 input "and" 
gates to set the buffer to the value being output 
from the computer on the output bus. There are four 
data buffers in all, two for range and two for 
--- - · · - -· -attenuation. The attenuation buffer circuitry is 
identical with that of range except for the address· 
and the fact that onl~ a seven-bit buffer is necessary, 
six bits for attenuation and one bit for local video 
on/off. 
' . 
Whenever the computer receives an erroneous 
input command from the instructor's control panel, 
an error lamp is to light. The error routine portion 
or·the system progl\am outputs the error address whenever 
·. it recognizes an error. The presence of the error 
address causes a flip-flop to be set, thereby lighting 
the error lamp. . Reset of the flip-flop is accomplished 
when the instructor enters another value. If that 
value is incorrect, the error flip-flop will not ·be 
.. ·,,:. 
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- reset. Figure 13 is a simplified schematic or the . 
.-error lamp output circuitry. ',, 
I . 
Actual target pulse generati~n is performed 
externally by comparing the range value with a count. 
,;: 
:. . 
,. .· ' 
I ' • ' 
! i ' 
! 
-
, __ :rrom a counter. The counte.r is ·cycled by the output 
. ' 
.of a 1.275 me oscillator and reset in synchronism ~ 
with the radar transmitter firing time. Care is 
·taken in the reset cycle to synchroniz·e the oscillator 
ao as to prevent pulse to pulse time jitter.· 
Figure 14 presents a simplified saq.ematic of 
the target-pulse generator. The digital comparators 
compare the bit structure of the target range data 
buffers with that of the range shift register: 
During the o·. 784 f1 sec that they agree in value a 
pulse is output. The digital comparators thus solve 
the following logic equation: 
Implementation of the digital comparator could be 
accomplished with 24 two-legged nor" gates and one 
12-legged nand" gate. The correct radar target pulse 
width is generated by a 2 /A sec one-shot triggered by ~ 
the output. of the digital comparators • 
. It .might .be possible to have both targets at or 
' __,... 
.. 
near the same range. At that point a one shot may . ' » 
. . 
not recover fast enough and"~t may be ne;cessary to 
' ' 
' . 
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-------- ----- • ~ ·nav·e a -·sej;:iarat·e·---oiie- sho·t -for each target. _ The 
frequency of the range oscillator is found by scaling · .1 
the range value of a single bit with that of the ,, 
corresponding ·round trip propagation delay time, 
- __ ... ____ ----~--· ·--·-·- - . ------ --"· - -···. - . , 
thus arriving at the oscillation time period-. Twelve 
bits give one part in 4,096, and there are 505,555 
yards full scale. Therefore-, one bit corresponds 
to 128 yards. Light·travels one mile in 6.2 micro-
seconds, or 12.4 microseconds per radar mile. The 
118 YDS. 4 
_ 
oscillation period is then 1025 v»s. x 12. ~see. -
1 0.784 microseconds/bit for an oscillator frequency 
or 1.275 megacycles • 




bt1f.fer just -as range data is. A six-bit digital to 
' analog converter gives us nearly 1 db resolution in-
attenuation value over the radar's 60 db dynamic range. 
Figure 15 presents a simplified.schematic diagram 
of the power level attenuation circuit. A resistive r 
summing network sums the output of the D/A converter, 
the target pulse, and a calibration level. The 
attenuator is set so that full attenuation can be 
realized whenever the target pul.,-se _ is absent regardless 
of the output level from the D/A converter. The target . p 
pulse amplitude and base line are somewhat critical in - . , 
this configuration. A shift in. either will cause 
erroneous attenuation, so care must be· exercised in 
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- the design of that circuit~ The calibrator biases 
the operation .of the P~I-N diodes to their operating 
rangeo The lo'\t1-pass filter must_ have a minimtun cutoff 
· frequency at about the band,'1idth of the radar receiver's 
1. •• l bandwidth to· pr~vent excessive pulse distortion. In 
general, a radar using a 2 r1 sec. pulse width would 
have-a receiver bandwidth of one megacycle. The local 
· oscillator• s frequency is selected to be the same as 
the radar IF.· ---_ _,,.•,:: 
.C. Programming Considerations. 
- • 0 ,, .... 
·- ,: •. : • 
• ,_ ; ···-· ';....-,- , __ -:;, - .•. . -'_i·_ •• - ·-· 
. . ~- -- . 
•- - . 
\-'" \ ' ·•. ' 
,' . 
Rather than detail an entire program for the 
radar-target simulator described her·e, certain key 
points that must be t~en into account are discussed. 
Program details vary greatly depending on the machine 
actually selected. Those operations or procedures 
not commonly encountered are explained here in more 
detail. 
·. -·· An import·ant consideration in the selection of 
a computer is memory requirements and program cycle 
time. For purposes of illustration, an estimate of 
maximum program cycle time as presented in Figures 6 
through 8 was made using operation times for single-
precision fixed point mode as listed in the DDP-516 . 
Programmer's Ref eren~e Manual. 7 Assumptions made when 
estimating m_emory size and ~ycle time -are: 
) 
~ . l • w 
-· • • ' • • • •• 
i _,. ' ' 
' - •\ ,, " ' 
. , • 1, I · 
... . ' -
-
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. ;.. . 
. ' . . ·, ~ ... ~ ... ,• 
------------ --- -
- ---·- ·- - ----
,_. ~ . .,.. 
----- --·-- - --------·--- -------
---·-- ----- -- - - --- --- --- -- --- ---- - ~ - - - - -
---- - --- --- -- - -
------------- ----------------- ------- __ .'".:....,____: ·------~ 1.· Each box on the flow charts con--· 
stitutes 10 instructions on tlie 
L 
. . .. ~ - ' . :>~· - . '' 
.!.· •.. 
' ,' J •• 
. 2. 
· · average excep_t for -those 11sing 
-mathematic al s!ubroutines 1vhere 
the actual values for the sub-
routines were used in.addition 
to the 10 instructions for that 
boxo 
Each instruction requires 1- o 92 f( 
seco execution time on the average! 
except for those using mathemati-
·.... . ... cal subroutines where the ~ctual 
values for the' subroutines v1ere 
used in addition to the 10 in-
.. 
struction operations time allo-
cated for that bOXe 
•, 
For the instructor's order routine~,~~~-
-,--------------0-n-J:y---on-e--pa:t-11~,\fas consioered for 
operation time although all paths 
were considered for memory. 
., 
The.results of the memory and program cycle time 
estimation are presented in Table 6. It can be seen 
that more than sufficient ·time and space exists in 
a tmit like the DDP-516. The operating time is even 
·., i, . 
.•.. ' 
. . J 
-. - ,•....,.-.._ ' . 
:/ 
less when one considers that· the instructor order and -- ----- --- ---- --
error routines are not pe~formed every cycle. 
Should a less sophisticated computer be employed 
or more simulated ftm.ctions be added, such as electronic 
countermeasures, it may be necessary to consider some 
I 
shortcuts in the mathematical routines in-the program-
ming library supplied with the computer. Very high 
accuracy is not required of the arctangent routines 
· or the logarithm and._ square root routines. It is also ( 
' possible to improve the speed of the DDP-516 system 
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Executive. routine-··--· ··-··--------- __ 
. Instructor or·der routine , ~ 
Interrupt routine 
Error routine . 
·Antenna pattern array. 
--
Sub total· (1 ) 
· ·5452.8. 
Target dynamics routine ' ... 
High priority' 5'184 Sine 805 Cosine 812.2 
t· ~w priority 11904 Multiply (6): 928.2 Divide (1)_ 228.8 Log (2}: 1457.2 Square root (2) 1351 .6 
· Arctangent (2) 2114 . 
Sub total (2)) 24785 •. ,~0 
· Memory 
· Words 
·--- .. ,. -· ... 70 
5'80 . 













· Execution time total = sub total (1 ):': + 2 sub total (2)' 
= 55,023 ft sec. 
' 
Memory total= sub total (1) +subtotal(~):: 2,319 words. 
\. 
, .... ' ... ' 
TABLE 6 
' ' 
I ., . 
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__ fb~re-~a.:re _two points to consider on -- the input -
· data. The value input is in sign=tmagni tude BCD form 
and must be converted_to twos-complement binary6 In-
. 
-
addition, most-input,values must be scaled to prevent 
overflow on calculation or to put all values in the 
' 
--·-----··· - ; :_··. _·.--- .... ~. ; .. ·'.,.~.--,-, .• ... : .. ~--- .. -'.":.-- .. ··'··-·-~-
' 






-same units as-in altitude. .The scaling depends to a 
large/.> extent on the particul-ar computer us-ed. 
' 
_In the target dynamics routine, there is a ease 
1,Jhere the angle_ can become undefined in the arctangent 
routine. For targets very close to the radar, the 
_. angles are set to --the nearest major axis. 
\ When calculating power level, some a·ddi tional 
considerations must be given to the placement of the 
60 db dynamic range. Obviously a target far out in 
range and not within the main lobe of the antenna 
pattern·will be far greater than 60 db down. A test __ 
will have to be made on the computed attenuation value / 
/ft-,.> 
before it is output. The criteria of the test should 
' 
.. be such that the maximum power level exists at·· that 
range where the antenna pattern side lobe·s are pre-
\. 
-
senting strong returns to the radar, ·but not such that 
a target is seen at all azimuths, regardless of antenna 
pointing angle; i.e., we still want some antenna side 
lobe structure. The main lobe of the antenna pattern 
may at this point exceed the 60 db range and as such. 
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. ' -
60 db attenuation, they should be liraited to 60 db 
so as to maintain our scaling limit of six bits. 
The radar itself will go from a region of saturation 
1n·the first case to noise level in.the second case. 
' 
It is tmnecessary to simulate .for a greater range. 
-
. When outputting the attenuat~on value, only six 
bi ts are needed.,- " To simplify some o.f the output 
interface equipment, the local video on/off signal 
is packed with the attenuation value. Some consid-
eration therefore must be given to the program to 
... 
_pack these two pieces of data together before it is 
output. 
Computer Characteristics • 
· The selection of a suitable digi ta,l computer 
I 
is one of the most important elements in the successful· 
design of· a system such as this. The following factors 
I 
are of major importance in the computer selec_tion:: 
1. 
2. 
The computer memory size, word 
length, and speed of execution . 
must be adequate to meet the 
requirements with some margin 
----. -~-----------~, - -·. - -
'-.. . ,. 
,, ' ' -
...... • - ,. • i,. 
- ' 
,-,,,1 --, .. 
. -·- ~--J• . ··-··· -·-·-· .. '.I, - •• 
·- ... ,. · ....... ·.·. -~--: '~--~--- 3. 
for possible future expansion •. 
The instruction repertoire must 
be adequate for the required 
computations 9 particularly in 
the areas of arithmetic, logical, 
and input/output instructions. 
Price of the hardware must be 
commensurate vJi th the soft,vare 
effort required to)program it. 
: .. ,-, - ' -· -, , ' ... ' ,, - ' . _'( '\: ·. ', \~ .: ~/ ,_.. . .. .,. : 
. . -. ., . 
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. . - An ' examina t:fon- -of- tf.ie-r~q-uiremen ts· for ·a two·- .. ' . •·.. ~' 
\.' .', 
target simulator ba~ed on _the flow diagrams presented 
\ 
in Section IV-A indicates a memory requirement <:>f' 
--about 2,400 words. Appendix C presents a summary I 
• 
of several low-cost computers. Of those listed, the . 
. 
first ones that appear suitable on an. operation time 
basis are the Interdata Model 3, SCC-650-2, and DDP-
416. A more detailed comparison of these three 
.. 
machines is presented in Table 7. 
Of these computers, the DDP-416 should have no 
problem in performing the desired simulation compu-
tations. No multiply/d·ivide hardware is available 
for· the DDP-416 although there would be suTficient 
time available to perform the computations by software. 
' The word size of the SCC-650-2 is almost enough to 
perform the algorithms specified in Section IV-A~ 
With the multiply/divide option and some additional 
double-precision computation, it appears that the 
SCC-650-2 machine would do. The small difference 
. in price between the machines would make the DDP-416 
Computer a more desirable unit. The Interdata Model 3 
device compares favorably with the DDP-416 although it 
is somewhat slower. Multiply/divide times in the 
Interdata Model 3 are nearly the same as in the DDP-416. 
The reason being the fw1odel. 3 has hardware multiple/· 
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Memory ·cycle ~ 
time in p. s 
Add time in fS 
Multiply time 
in ps 







. )AS 200 
Memory parity ., .. yes-option 
No. of hard-·· 
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operations. At near·1y half the selling pr-i·ce of the 
DDP-416, the Interdata Model 3 looks very promising - . ' .. , -··--·· 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CON.CLUSIONS. 
. The investigation into the use of a low-cost digital 
radar-target· simulator has been fruf tfu_l in that we have ___ _ 
sho11in it to be ,entirely feasible to develop such a d.evice •. 
./ 
,-·One of the goal.s of such a device, however, was· low cost. 
·In view of the presently available computers and associated 
Q hardware, it is ·doubtful that such a system using the 
lbneywell DDP-416 could be realized for much less than ./ 
$20,000 discounting development costs. If the Interdata 
j Model 3 machine were chosen, the system could be realized 
for somewhere around $1·3 ,ooo. There is a reasonably.· large 
market existing not only in the United States but in foreign 
cotmtries for military services and air traffic controller 
training. Several small scale analog two-target simulators 
are presently available se+ling in the .$10,000 to $15,000 
range. 
-A digital system is superior in that it _is more flexible 
and can be reprogrammed for a variety or radar types cheaper 
than an analog system could be modified. It·appears that 
the. digital system using a Model 3 Computer is already 
competitive with the analrig systems presently availabl~. 
If the present price trend for integrated circuits con-
., tinue~ along with the increased package ~omplexity, it 
should not be too long in the future before more and 
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•· ·DERIVATION OF FLAT EARTFI FLIGHT PATH-EQUATIONS .... 
-~--·, In ·developing the equations of motion, it would be 
; well to start with the assumption that the earth is flat ~ -
· and then modify the resultant equ~tions for a curved. ~arth 
. surface. The derivation is thereby considerably simplified. 
Vector addition is used extensively in the derivation 
of the target motion equations. Figure A-1 illustrates 
the use of vector addition. Consider the straight line 
·AD with direction 'i. Let Band C be any two points on 
AD, and let __ their position vectors with respect to the 
..... ...... 
o·rigin (radar location) be r O and r., Then, OC = OB + 
BC or ""r = °ro + A 1 , where A , the length BC , is a scalar. 
,-
.. ... 
_ · _If' A varies, C traces out the whole line so that --- _.. ~ r = ro ... )\ i. ;~ 
is the vector equation of the line AD. · Now suppose that 
. 
. 
C is moving along the line at a constant speed v, and 
that at t~me t = o, it is at B. Then at time t, BC= A · 
= v·t· and, 
_.. >:e " r= ro + vt l 




~ 'i . 
j are neither parallel nor antiparallel,.then unique [ -
• • ' , • . ~' .. ,.r ~, ; " . ' ' 
' • -
__ .,/ 
- : ' • 1 - • 
- • - • 
-
scalers x and y exist such that:-
f/!J 
>, X ~ y,:.. 
.Y-= 1,+. J (2)., 
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Similarly, if wEi add another vector, Ji', which does not 
lie in this plane, and l .. et -tr'-$, be ·any vector, then U11.ique 




---'·. /:\ _A A r= Xol. + yo J +Z. \< (3) 
...... 
: , Now r is the value we are ~eeking in our ·U?'timate solutio11,. · 
'i, 1, and 'k can be any three directions , but we will select 
them such that they are mutually perpendicular, forming a 
--=- \ left-handed triad. 
. ' 
------------ ----











,t. · · .. , respect to this triad. 
;,. 
, 
Figure A-2 presents the vectors and scalars involved 
in the solution or target motion in the x-y plane. In 
"--particular, if we consider equation (2) and different1ate 
it, we obtain the velocity vector ~ =- *'t + Y 1 where 
~ = ,r • Equation ( 1 ) now becomes :: 
(4) 
Now that the vector directions have been determined, it 
is desirable to rewrite these equations in scalar form. 
·· Let the heading angle of the aircraft as measurea 
. ' . 
' . 
clockwise from north be o<. and the bearing or the -aircraft · 
from the radar be e. Then we find:._ ·-
• Y=V SIN 0( 
. •'. •. . 
• . X = .,, Cos o( 
... 
r = [Xo+ (v cosoc) t 1 t + [Yo.+(" SIN~) t] j 
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. . ··"-.... · .. . 
... ·.~ 
- wheret; ·· - ···· 
· .. ·.. . . t . . 
, X{t)= Xo ~f v cos «·dt 
t . . . 
Y(t) = Yo + j v s,N °' dt 
. . _, - '( ( t) B= TAN X(t) 
' . .. . ... 
,-,-·-----· ,, 
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·. ·_ . (12)} 
. ..~ ....... '. 1 : • 




Similarly, Figure A-3 shows the vectors and scalars .. ,_ .-i~ 






· involved in the solution of' target motion in the R-z· 
plane. Of interest, here is the· addition of z0 and Vz, 
the initial altitude and vertical velocity (climb/dive 
rate) respectively. If~ represents the instantaneous 
' elevation angle o·f the aircraft with respect to the 
radar, we have-:.: - .. 
where R(tJ/ is found from equation 12 :.:: 
Z (t) -= Zo + jt 1T-z. d t 
Ql"ld ¢ = TAN·' Z(t) R(t) 




In summary then, for a flat earth the equations of 
·motion of an aircraft about some central point (the radar 
antenna in this case) are: 
t 
X (t) = X0 + f v... cos 0( cit 
· .. Y(t): Yo + j\rl-l SIN Q( dt 
z (t) -=· z6 + Ji: 1r'Z. "t 
... 
~ ... 
' if' .. ·, ·, 
. . 
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' ~-. ' ' 
' . 
EFFECTS OF EARTH CURVATURE O_N FLIGHT PATH EQUATIONS 
( ·, . A distant target flying a constant altitude course, .i 
toward the radar will fly in a plane which is tilted with 
~respect to the horizontal plane of the radar du~ to 
curvature of the earth~. ~s a result, the velocity V 
" which lies in this tilted plane will have a component , . J ~ 
which is perpendicular to R and which will caus·e 9' to 
' . 
change. Figure B-1 indicates this effect. 
Several approximations will be made to simplify the· 
, I 
computation of the elevation angle,~, correction as a 
r~sult of the earth curvature tilting of the velocity 
,. 
. vector. The approxima t.ions are: 
1. 9' is. resonably small whenever R is suf'fi-
cient~y large enough to cause a noticeable tilting of the velocity vector. 2. When~ is small: 
,, 
sin ~ ~ tan ~ ~ ~,... 
and 
cos ~,.. % 1, 
where~ is measured in radians. 
(1 )-
c:2>) 
If for the moment we accept the above approximations, 
\ ' ' 
we will derive the necessary equations and then show that .. 
the error is small •. · 
Figure B-1 has been purposely exaggerated to show 
the effects of earth curvature. Ultra·high frequency 
radio waves, commonly used for radar, do.not follow~·. 
' t-•· : 
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·· exact straight-line pa th. 
. ~ 
The index of re:rraction of' 
. ' 
... 
the normal lower atmosphere (troposphere) decreases 'With. 
.., 
._ height so that radio irraves fo'llow a curved path, slightly 
bent dovmward toward· the earth. This refraction may be ·. 
' 
· compensated by using a fictitious earth radius 4/3 times 1 O 
(-.··.·· .. 
~. 
the earth's true radius (3,95'9 statute miles11 )e The 
radio rays may then be treated as straight lines. 
Ref erring again to Figure B-1 , by the use of Pyth-
~gore·an theorem, we have: 
i. z. ( )2. '2. n n 2. J' + 'Re = z + 'Re. = Z + 2 "£ + r.e. 
.,1)2. ·= Zi. -1- 2 RS' Z \-
Since Z << 'RE 
(3) 
(1+) 
z ':' p"- (5') 
2. Rt! 
where Z' is the earth curvature co~rection. The earth 
curvature correction term thJn represents that altitude 
which must be subtracted from the computed altitude to 
yield the correct elevation angle when viewing an aircraft 
flying over a ·Curv,~d earth. 
Let us now examine the validity of the assumptions 
previously made. The maximum aircraft range simulated 
is 250 nautical miles. The maximum aircraft altitude 
is 100,000 feet. The mean radius o~ the earth is 3,959· 
Using 4/3 earth radius,· we have RE = 
' 
. ' . : 
• .. 
statute miles. 
5',284 miles. , " ·, .... '\. . 
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· The· earth curvatur.e correction at 250 miles range • -.. L.r,, . 
· is:; 
1 ( I > ·5 2. 0 >. 0 0 0 +. t. ) z:. = . - in. 21,100,000 ft. = 41,400 feet. ·. 'c;• l 
I 
In other words, an aircraft ,flying at 41,400 feet altitude, 
250 nautical miles away wou~d, if detected, appear on the 
horizon of the radar detecting it. 
Referring now to Figure B--2 we will seek to prove 
that ECC ~z. 
Triangle OCT is siiailar to PET where line EP· represents 
' the tilted plane of aircraft motion. Angle OCT is 3.1 
degrees; hence, angle TPE is 3.1 degrees, and angle ETP 
is 86 •.. 9 degrees, and again by similar triangles, angle 
! 
EVT is 86.9 degrees. 
·. z -The altitude error is thus 1-cos ECC - 1-cos 86 •. 9° = 
5.4%. The corresponding elevation angle error 1st 
~ERR = computed elevation angle-actual elevation angle (6J· 
'. -· 41,400 _, 43,4"10 0 0 
~-. = sin - SIN = 1.5~· - '·"3 . ~ 1,sz.0,000 11 s2.o,ooo 
~ = .. 0.07 degrees. 
These errors are small enough _to be neglected 12 in 
view of the fact that they begin to fall within the . area · 
~ 
· of second order corrections such as atmospheric disturbances 
which can have a.temporary erfect on the reliability of 
' 
long distance microwave transmission and reception. 
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" training·or a radar operator to detect and identify air--
craft .targets e ' I 
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The equations of .motion to ·bE!3. s·ynthesized are then: 
.·. . t 
X (t) ~ Xo. + .f ir. cos oc. Jt 
·. , O Ii 
i ' 
. (7)' 
• .. ·· .y (t) -: y~ + it 1TH SIN 0( qt_ 
' . 
,. 8 
. < ) 
t /J 1. 




p(t): ·~ R<t)1. + Z(t)1 I 
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. APPENDI.X C. 
· .. .,,: 
. . . ' 
. 
. . 
-- SUMMARY OF PRESEN_T LOW..C·OST GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER· 
.. \ i ·· ... 
·.-
C HARAC TERI ST ICS 
Parameters deemed important :to the selection of a 
I 
.~computer for a radar-target simulator are: word size, ; , .. 
·_ memory cycle time, interrupt capability, price of basic 
sy·stem, and firs~ delivery· date. .A -number or· small-scale 
scientific/control computers were investigated with 
special em:phasis on the above parameters. ·Table c .... 1 
- J presents the results of that investigation. Only comput ... 
ers selling for less than $40,000 were investigated • 
The computers listed in Table C-1 are placed in order· 
of increasing price. Notice that most all of .these 
computers have 12 to 18-bit word lengths, 16 bit being 
the most popular. Memory cycle times for the majority 
of the uni ts are two mi·croseconds or less. All of tne 
_, computers listed have been on the market for at least 
a year. Only one of the machines has been out for more 
than two years. ll'he program interrupt capability of all· 
·',: 
· the machines except the LC-1000 is adequate for this 
application. 
. . 
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COMPUTER SURVEY / 
Word Size Add Memory 
Bits Time Cycle 
Time 
/A 8. /As. 




12 46 8 
. 
16 ·156 2.500 
12 4.0 2.0 
16 1.92 0.96 
l~ 3.5 1.75 
-
16 1.92 0.96 
'· 16 2.25 0.9 \. 
16 3.3 1.65 
24 3.5 1.75 
16 2.0 1.0 
16 3.6 1.8 
16 1.8 0.9· 
18 2.0 1.0 







. 1 to 256 yes-no 
masking 





1 to 64 yes-no 
masking 
1 to 48 yes 
2 to 96 yes 
l·to 48 yes 
3 to 144 yes 
64 yes 
2 iio 64 yes 
8 to 28 yes-no· 
masking 
2 to 512 - yes 
64 ye·s 
0 to 32 yes 


















• 3~67 12 66 
h/66 
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Mr. Robert E. jones, Jr~, was born in Baltimore, 
' , Maryland, on March 5, 1936.,, He is the oldest of eight 
' ' 
- i\ 




He attended The Baltimore Polytechnic Institute-
_________ .---------- t:rom 1950 to·1953 at which time he joined the AA!. 
Corporation in Cockeysville,i Maryland, as a laboratory 
J ' 
~- ...... , 
I. 
' . ' 
. ' .. - --. ·..... ._'.. . ' 
. . ·.· _· " ,"'." . . --: - ...... ..;..,. .. -·' ..• . 
1-C-----------~---. -- - -- assistant. From 1 955 through 1 964 he attende·d -tfief ; 
r 0 
·". 
" ' ' 
Evening College of The Johns Hopkins University under 
the AAI Corporation Educational Assistance Plan culmi--
nating in a B. s. Degree in Engineering in 1964. This 
was followed by several courses towards a M. s. Degree 
in Management Science at the Evening College of The 
J.ohns Hopkins University. 
During this period he advanced to the position or 
Senior Design Engineer. Projects in which he had a 
major design responsibility include: the Redeye Moving-
Target Simulator, Chaff Simulation £or the AN/GPA-98, 
._, 
·Radar Elect~onic Environment and Countermeasures Simulator, 
Allison ,01-n13 Turboprop Engine Simulation for the Convair-
580 Aircraft, Mark X/XII IFF/SIF Beacon Simulator, and all 
target and video generation equipment.for the AN/MPQ-T1 
Radar Signal Simulator. Projects in which he contributed { 
a ~ignificant design effort and responsibility include: 
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- · Experimental Test Center, integration of a C-11 Flight 
Simulator into the Model A system, a Radar-Target Simulator 
" for the Atlantic ?.fissile Range'~. a D~rection.;.Finding Remoting . 
System, AN/GJQ-2 utilizing teletype data transfer, and an 
-Pl 
in-flight analog instrument-converter for Martin •_s Aircraft 
Corporation. Other areas include the de.sign of an automatic 
sequence recorder for the Redstone Missile Trainer, sy~tem 






l ' ' . ' 
synehroscope-monitors---·-r-or guidance analyzers. 
In 1967 Mr. Jones was- selected under the Advanced 
Engineering and Scientific Education Assistance Scholarship 
at AAI to p~sue fu~l-time course work towards an advanced 
degree. Since that time he has completed his course work 
required for candidacy of a Master's Degree in Electrical 
Engineering at Lehigh University. 
Mr. Jones has been a member of the IEEE since 1962 
and has re~ently filed application for a Professional 
Engineers License in the State of Maryland. 
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